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A: VCDs are generally for diagnostic purposes when you are
troubleshooting a module There's usually something else wrong with

the module, such as voltage or resistance values not being correct.
Some modules are exclusively for vehicle communications Others are

modules that are exclusively used for diagnostic purposes If you're
trying to make a connection to the vehicle ECU to read and write

data to it, then you're looking for a module that is part of a diagnostic
system designed to test electrical wiring systems in a vehicle. The

VCDs usually aren't for exchanging data with your controller When
people do look for connections between their controller and VCDs,

they're more likely looking for a connection for testing and
troubleshooting their vehicle's electrical wiring. If you want to read

data from your vehicle, there's a much better way to do this than with
a VCD, instead you will need a device called a "key", which is a

physical wire which connects to the connectors inside the vehicle.
Even though you may have read that connectors are interchangeable,
this is not true and key refers to a particular type of connector, the
type that you can find on the vehicle for the vehicle's master sensor
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on the driver's side of the vehicle. The reason the exact type of
connector you use is important is because the vehicle ECU will likely

have a certain number of connectors on it (12 and sometimes even
24) and by using a connector of the wrong type you may need to use a

different master connector to connect your key to. Hopefully this
answer was helpful. Q: Perl: Process not running as systemd service
with `&` I have the following perl script. It starts multiple processes,
all with the PID being retrieved by system. script.pl: #!/usr/bin/perl

use warnings; use strict; # script.pl start multiple process # Get
running process count my $x = 0; my %run; foreach (keys %run) {

$x = (++$x) % 15; $run{$_}++; } # Start each of the running
processes foreach (keys %run) { my $pid = fork; if ($pid) { print

"Process $x started "; exec
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2 years now and have no problems what so ever. I've had it forever
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software and you can't find out why it won't update. Do we need to re-
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